


❝If you think you're too small to make a difference, 
you haven't been in bed with a mosquito.❞

 Anita Roddick



What is the footprints network?

The footprints network is a coalition of online e-
commerce companies who believe they can make 
a difference.

They harnesses the power of many individuals 
making many tiny contributions to fund sustainable 
community projects globally.

Footprints is a not-for-profit incorporated 
association.
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This will restore sight to 100 people who are needlessly blind 
in Cambodia, most of whom suffer from cataracts which can 
be easily cured.

Cambodia is a country where blindness remains one of the 
major health and social problems, because of long-term 
turmoil and an inadequate eye care system.
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Why does it work?

★ Easy

★ Tangible

★ Connects you & your donation

★ Automated
The footprints application reports across 
thousands of donations in multiple currencies for 
multiple projects with multiple e-commerce 
partners easily, quickly and accurately.



Why does it work?

★ Easy

★ Tangible

★ Connects you & your donation

★ Automated

★ 100% goes to the project $1.00 in = $1.00 out
zero administration 

Each donation piggy-backs on 
another transaction and since the 
merchant already pays the 
transaction fees, 100% of the 
donation goes to the project.



The footprints application

★ The footprints application is a series of web services 
that enables a merchant to integrate approved projects 
into their purchase pipeline and then invite their 
customers to contribute to them.

★ Projects can be unique to a partner or shared with 
others and can be in one currency with contributions 
arriving in a variety of other currencies.

★ The footprints application reports on all these 
transactions calculating the exchange rates and 
automates the invoicing of the e-commerce partners.



How footprints works

Footprints does not mandate the size of the 
contribution nor the means of integration.
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CSR

★ Footprints provides any company doing e-
commerce with a ready-made CSR vehicle.

★ It is unique because it is able to establish a 
direct & meaningful connection between the 
donor, the company and the project they have 
donated to.

★ It builds brand loyalty and trust.



Closing the loop

Customer donates £1

When project is 100% funded
we e-mail the customer and 
update the project status on 
their member page.

When the project is undertaken, the 
agency that operates it has to provide 
a detailed report with images and 
potentially audio or video.

We then e-mail customers with  
details of their completed 
project so they can see the 
finished result from their $2

We use this content to update 
footprints and distribute it for the 
partners to publish.



Vision & opportunity

★ To inspire a broad coalition of online businesses to 
take a lead and make a difference.

★ To drive footprints into as many e-commerce web 
sites and applications as possible.

★ To offer a solution that supports sustainable 
community programs.

★ To offer tangible connections between donor and 
project.

★ To become the CSR vehicle of choice worldwide.



Thank you


